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Day 1 – 10th July 2013 



SWIFT and the SWIFT Institute brings our 
industry’s top practitioners together with 

policy makers and the world’s most 
influential academics on this subject of how 

China is taking its place in the world’s 
economic and financial system.  

Alain Raes, Chief Executive of APAC and 
EMEA, SWIFT, delivering his welcome to 
a hall with standing room only. Started 
the day with over 250 delegates. 



Welcome remarks 
from our organising 
partners 
 
[Left: LIN Shangli, 
Vice President of 
Fudan University] 
 
[Right: Susan 
SHIRK, Chair, 21st 
Century China 
Program and Ho 
Miu Lam Professor 
of China and 
Pacific Relations, 
UCSD] 

Fudan University, located in Shanghai, is one of the oldest and most selective universities in 
China, and is a member of the C9 League and Universitas21.  Notable alumni include Zhu 
Min of IMF and Shenman Zhang of World Bank. 
 
Susan SHIRK is an expert on Chinese politics and former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 
during the Clinton administration.  At UCSD she is helming the 21st Century China program.  



China is going through three breakthroughs right 
now, and the world is watching us as we: 
 
1. Redefine the government-market 

relationship 
2. Ensure the growth of private enterprises in 

China  
3. Strengthen the emerging rule of law 

HU Shuli, Editor-in-chief of Caixin Media. In 2006, 
Hu was called one of the most powerful 
commentators in China by FT and WSJ cited her 
among the “Ten Women to Watch” in Asia. She 
was named Forbe’s Top 100 Most Influential 
consecutively in 2009 & 2010. 

Day 1 Keynote 



Chaired by Jonathan BATTEN, Distinguished Professor 
of Finance, Monash University and recipient of a 
SWIFT Institute research grant, this panel focused on 
the internationalisation of the RMB and the audience 
heard views from different perspectives. 

JIN Zhongxia, Director 
General of Research 
Institute, People's Bank of 
China, shared the 
government’s notion of 
being ‘market-led’ 

We need to 
enhance 
collaboration 
with overseas 
banks and 
improve our 
infrastructure 



China and the International Financial System  
This panel addressed macro and micro factors of China right now and how it related to their 
emergence of the international financial system.  Dino KOS from CLS noticed that with the 
decrease of capital controls, an increase number of companies going offshore would materialise 
hence increasing forex trade; therefore credit lines are crucial. 

As a foreign bank, we are looking 
forward to CIPS; where we would 
soon be able to directly process 
cross-border payments 

From left to right: Dino KOS, Head of Global Regulatory Affairs, CLS. Nicholas LARDY, Anthony M. 
Solomon Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics, DC. Carl WEGNER, 
Managing Director, Head of Global Transaction Banking for Greater China, Deutsche Bank. Chaired 
by SUN Lijian, Professor of Economics, and Director of Financial Research Center, Fudan University 



China's Outbound Investment 
From left to right: HUANG Jianhui of China Development Bank, Edmond NG of HSBC Securities 
Services China and ZHAO Changwen of State Council Development Research Center and Chair was 
YU Qiao of Tsinghua University.  The two government officials gave insights on how they help 
Chinese corporates invest outside and HSBC provided views of client servicing in such an exercise.  

Chinese corporates are fast 
globalising at an enormous rate. On 
the recent list of Fortune 500 firms, 
89 of them are Chinese corporates 



BOC: Majority of 
payments are over-
the-counter; adoption 
rate of LCs in China 
are only currently at  
12-15%  

NAB: China has 18 banks 
using BPO, which is 
impressive. But the 
payments systems in 
China are lagging and it  
needs to be upgraded to 
allow countries in different 
time zones trade in real 
time. 

 
China's Place in the Global Supply Chain 
Well-received session with recent ICC 
developments. Chaired by Franck DE 
PRAETERE, his panelists were Arthur SUN of 
RBS China, David WANG of National Australia 
Bank and ZHANG Xinyuan of BOC Shanghai 
(from left to right) 



Banking and Financial Reform in China, and its 
Capital Market Development 
Below from left to right: 
Darrell DUFFIE, Stanford Graduate School of 
Business  
GAN Li, Texas A&M University & Southwest 
University of Finance and Economics 
Charles YE, Standard Chartered China 
Chaired by Victor SHIH, Chief China Strategist, 
Emerging Sovereign Group and Associate 
Professor of International Relations and Pacific 
Studies, 21st Century China Program, UC San 
Diego 
 A clearing house is necessary for any 

capital market growth, to make China a 
strong bond market and a good 
investment choice, they will need to build 
their infrastructure very carefully. A good 
infrastructure will invite proliferated 
trading and open up cash flows to 
increase the demand for RMB. 



Day 2 – 11th July 2013 



SWIFT has a role 
to play. We are 
critical and 
trusted in the safe 
transfer of funds 
by our members. 
And by doing so, 
we can contribute 
to success of the 
RMB on the world 
stage 

 
LIU said: “China is facing dual challenges right now. The 
weak economic background worldwide in the US, EU and 
Japan has its impact on China. And we also have our own 
domestic problems that come with our high speed growth. 
For example, pollution, food safety, cash flow issue, 
income disparities and over-capacity.” 

Gottfried LEIBBRANT, CEO of SWIFT, opened Day 2 with LIU Mingkang, Distinguished Fellow of 
Fung Global Institute, and Deputy Director (Committee for Economic Affairs) of The Committee of 
the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference.  



But despite the challenges, there are still many other 
investment opportunities for China.  With a market of 1.3 
billion population, the gap between east and west, urban and 
rural creates the space for systemic movements.  This is 
good for market refinement; it will have spillover effects  and 
increase productivity, innovation and reform. 

I have two strategic suggestions for the Chinese 
business community. 1/ Liquidity management: 
Board of directors, management team and 
especially C-level executives have the duty to keep 
the company liquid and mitigate risks for their staff 
and shareholders.  KPIs and FTP will change based 
on results, and it’s all about motivating the staff in 
a changing environment. 

2/ Due diligence: Financial institutions should carry out careful due diligence.  I urge you 
all to consider more about ISO 20022 and the SWIFT platform especially for with the 
latest developments at ICC.  Do look into BPO as I believe the letter of credit era is over. 
Standardisation is also important and collaboration is necessary to better support our 
real economy and guard against risks. 



Delegates filming and snapping as LIU Mingkang delivered his Keynote.  After the 40 minutes 
speech, the floor was opened for Questions & Answers.  
 
LIU Mingkang was the Chairman of the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) from 2003-
2011 when he retired.  He still has an active daily role in the Chinese People's Political Party.  He 
has been a welcome advisor to the SWIFT Institute. 



Financial Globalisation: Focusing on Greater China and China-US Economic Relations 
From left to right: David P. LOEVINGER, Managing Director, Emerging Markets Group, TCW (formerly 
Senior Coordinator for China Affairs and China Strategic and Economic Dialogue, US Treasury). PEI 
Yigen, Head of Citi Transaction Services China. XIAO Geng, Director of Research and Senior Fellow, 
Fung Global Institute. Chaired by Susan SHIRK, UCSD 

The financial industry in China is mainly integrated by foreign 
investors.  It’s heavily product-and-relationship-oriented and banks 
who want to succeed in China need to work on this aspect.  On 
achieving globalisation, China needs market liberalisation and 
connectivity options for outside parties to access. 



Asia's Upcoming International Financial Centers 
From left to right: Davin CHEUNG of Clearstream Banking, XU Shaoqiang of Fudan University, ZHOU 
Wenlong of Xinhua News Agency/Xinhua-Dow Jones IFCD Index.  Chair is XIAO Geng of Fung Global 
Institute. 

Question to the panel: What does Shanghai need to do to be an international financial centre? 

1/ Adopt financial derivatives  
2/ Increase financial products  
3/ Leverage Forex reform 

1/ Promote more trade especially with the new 
Free Trade Zone in Shanghai 
2/ Have more offshore RMB centres; why not 
have one within the FTZ? 



Regionalisation and Integration: China & ASEAN 
Chaired by Usama DE LORENZO, ASEAN Director of SWIFT, he challenged his panel to identify 
pockets of collaborative opportunities for China and ASEAN.  
 
His panel from left to right are: Aladdin D. RILLO of ADBI, John Wong of Maybank, YUAN 
Tangjun of Center for Asian Economic Research (CAER) Fudan University. 

Critical areas that need to be prioritised are: 
• Strengthen trade and investment between ASEAN and China 
• Standardisation of laws 
• Strengthen policy integration 
• Ensure stability in macro economy 
• Effective implementation of economic integration initiatives (only 7- 

8% of initiatives achieved as of today; 25% still yet to have achieved) 



Transactional Payments Landscape in China: the Rise of eCommerce 
From left to right: Mary CHONG, Managing Partner, Financial Services, KPMG China 
Jeff DING, CEO, China Rewards 
Cathy DOU, Managing Director, China Head of Global Transaction Services, Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch China 
Chaired by Egidio ZARRELLA, Clients and Innovation Partner, KPMG Greater China 



[Above] MA Guoguang, Deputy 
Secretary General of Payment & 
Clearing Association of China, a 
self-regulatory body of the industry 
appointed by the State Council and 
the Ministry of Civil Affairs of China.  

eCommerce in China 
is changing the 
entire payments 
landscape.  Within 
this year it will be a 
reality where 
consumers can scan 
a product they see in 
a store, walk out and 
purchase it on their 
mobile device with 
the press of a 
button. 

Did you know that the average number of 
mobile devices a person in China has is… 5-6? 
For South East Asia, it’s 3-4.  For the Americas 
it’s 1-2.  And in Europe, specifically Germany, 
it’s 0.8.  (Source: KPMG survey of 40,000 people across 4 regions.) 



Compliance in China: Where We Are At and 
Where We Are Going 
CHEN Sheng, Director, CBRC (China Banking 
Regulatory Commission) 
HWA Erh-Cheng, Chief Economist, Baoshang 
Bank 
Chaired by DANG Hue, Head of Asia, Association 
of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists 
(ACAMS) 

Is compliance empathetic to growth?  We are fully 
aware that as compliance increases, growth rate 
decreases and banks will call for reforms. The key 
is balance. 



Patrick de Courcy, Deputy Chief Executive, SWIFT APAC wrapping up the two days of conference 
with the walkthrough of the many emerging themes that came up. 


